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About Motion X Dance DC:
Motion X Dance DC is a contemporary dance company based in the Greater Washington DC area.
Artistic Director, Stephanie L. Dorrycott, founded the company in 2013 with the goal of creating a cutting
edge repertory company that supported artists in the development of their artistic individuality. In
addition, the company is passionate about creating accessible art, attracting new audiences for dance,
and developing innovative and relevant works that reflect on the world we live in. Our mission is to share
innovative and thought provoking dance works to all kinds of people, artistic and not, presented from a
diverse range of choreographers in a collaborative environment. Motion X provides a platform for artists
and choreographers to become their best selves. Through collaboration, the rehearsal process, and
artistic development, the choreography we present is a reflection of the artists' diversity. Motion X artists
use their technical skill as a base to then explore further, discovering more effective styles of
contemporary movement. Through this process, our repertoire opens up a deeper connection to the
community and reaches the widest audience possible.
As an organization in the arts, we recognize our responsibility to the surrounding communities. Motion X
is passionate about education and offers affordable master classes and workshops each season. These
programs are intended to further the training of the aspiring professional dancer, leading them to
discover their truest artistic voice. Each workshop teaches the "Motion X" way of moving through space
and highlights our versatility and unique movement style in the DC region.
In addition to education and training programs, Motion X Dance participates in multiple outreach events
per year. Past events include The One I Feed Dance Benefit and our presentation at the Children's
National Medical Center in Washington, DC. It is our goal as a company to share our passion for dance
with as many people as we can in places that may not experience it otherwise. Our immersive dance
performances promote a sense of hope, creativity, and offer a form of expression in a non-verbal way.
The company has produced successful productions as part of Capital Fringe Festival and Atlas
Intersections Festival, receiving accolades from critics and reviewers of DC Theatre Scene, DC Metro
Theater Arts, and Washington City Paper. The company has also appeared on TEDx Herndon and made
their debut at The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 2016. The performance on the
Millennium Stage received high praise from the DC Dance Journalism Project. In 2017, Motion X was
selected as a Resident Company at the Joy of Motion Dance Center in Washington, DC. The partnership
with Joy of Motion will continue throughout the 2018-19 season. Most recently, MXDC Artistic Director,
Stephanie Dorrycott's work, Comme je Suis will be presented this Spring at the Mid-Atlantic
Choreographer's Showcase in Richmond, VA. Motion X Dance DC is fiscally sponsored by the Greater
Washington Dance Center in Reston, VA.

Outreach & Educational Programs:

Motion X Dance DC has developed an outreach program that provides creative performances for
communities and places that may not experience the arts otherwise. Our goal is to bring the joy of
dance to as many people as we can, offering creative outlets for children, families, and senior
communities. A typical outreach event is 45 min long and will begin with an introduction by the Artistic
Director about the company's history. Each event will showcase two or three pieces that are family
friendly and promote positivity. The best part of our outreach is the audience engagement. We invite
the viewers into our creative process by showing a demonstration of how we come up with
movements. Often the audience is given opportunities to participate in the creative process by offering
movement ideas or sources of inspiration for the
dancers. As an arts organization we understand our
responsibility to give back to our community and seek
out as many opportunities as we can to do so each
season.

Past Outreach Events:

Petworth Community Dance Project (2016)
The One I Feed Benefit Concert (2017)
Children's National Medical Center (2017)

Motion X Summer Workshop

The Motion X Dance DC Workshop is an immersive three-day
experience where dancers learn to better themselves technically
while discovering their truest artistic voice. Our company is
passionate about training young artists, guiding them towards a
professional career. We offer master classes throughout our
season, but the most successful program we have developed is
our Summer Workshop. Now entering its third year, the Workshop
attracts dancers from ages 15 to adult that want to train in a
professional setting with challenging classes taught by Motion X
dancers and guest artists. We value the instruction of guest artists
outside of our company, because it offers diversity to our program
and provides the dancers with more exposure to the contemporary
dance world. The workshop includes various styles of dance that lend
a hand to our diverse company repertoire. Dancers are lead through
composition classes, contemporary partnering, and improvisational
skills such as Gaga to make for a complete weekend of professionallevel training.

Performance:
2018
Mid-Atlantic Choreographer's Showcase (Richmond, VA)
Capital Movement presents, CommUNITY Showcase (Silver Spring,
MD)
Breaking Barriers at Atlas INTERSECTIONS Festival (Washington
DC)

2017
Joy of Motion Dance Center presents, SPLIT with Uprooted Dance
(Jack Guidone Theater, Washington DC)
Children's National Medical Center: Outreach performance
(Washington DC)
ProMotion X: A fundraiser to ensure artist compensation (Metropolitan
School of the Arts, Alexandria, VA)
DC Dance Summit, Hosted by Dance Metro DC at the Dance Loft on
14 (Washington, DC)
Three to See: Artists Collaboration Project, Hosted by Motion X
featuring Company Danzante & Donald Knaack (The Junkman)
Atlas INTERSECTIONS Festival: Concrete Devotion with Other Works

2016
TEDx Herndon: Performed an excerpt of Altered Archives
The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts: Presented on Millennium Stage
Capital Fringe Festival: Concrete Devotion
The One I Feed Dance Benefit
Atlas Intersections Festival: Altered Archives
DANCE: DC Area New Companies Experience (Georgetown Country Day School; Washington DC)

2015
Capital Fringe Festival: Altered Archives Premiere
TEDx Herndon: Presented Anamnesis & Catch
Atlas Intersections Festival: Commissioned site specific work, Two People Met

2014
NYC10 Dance Showcase: Presented Catch (New York City, NY)
Joy of Motion Dance Project: Released

Press & Media
2016
DC Dance Journalism Project Review of Motion X Dance DC at the John F. Kennedy Center's Millennium Stage
"The evening as a whole felt like a celebration of the human experience through a very real and intricate, yet beautifully
mundane, lens. With only six dancers in total, the choreographers managed to fill the stage with ease, submerging the
audience into a world where the smallest of gestures in human interaction became the focal point, aided by a masterfully
curated music score, and with setting provided by video projections playing behind the performers for the last three pieces." Mariana Barros
Read the full review here!
Huffington Post Press article about Motion X Dance DC performing at The John F. Kennedy Center
"Dorrycott has consistently sought out to highlight aspects of human existence through the use of dance. This can be seen
through her most recent work, Concrete Devotion, that explores the heavy tensions that manifest when dealing with, and
living between, one’s personal relationships and career path." -Andrew Burrell
Read the full article here!
DC Theatre Scene "Concrete Devotion" at Capital Fringe Festival
"The aesthetic is reminiscent of something one might see in the spirit world of Hayao Miyazaki, and the effect of the lead
performer and the surrounding cast struggling with the mask is no less affecting. It’s strange to say that a dance routine can
challenge you to think about mental illness in a different way, but that’s what this piece does." - Dante Atkins comment
about "It's On Her"
2015
DC Metro Theater Arts Altered Archives named "Best of Fringe 2015" & received 5 out of 5 stars!
"Watching the strong and agile dancers is like a dream. They are so precise in every movement, from the bending of a
finger to the movement of set pieces. The dancers glide across the stage with incredible grace and superb beauty." Lauren Honeycutt
DC Theatre Scene Altered Archives named a "Pick of the Fringe!"
"Altered Archives is not a show as much as it is an experience. It is an immersion into human expression and the liaison of
the mind unto itself. It is emotion in motion." - Max Kaplow
Washington City Paper "Altered Archives" at Capital Fringe
"Altered Archives presents a uniquely successful harmony of medium and message, carefully orchestrating live dance with
projected video in a way that rarely, if ever, divides the audience’s attention." - Joshua Buursma
Blog by Clifford Brody "Altered Archives: The Gracefulness and Greatness of Pure Excellence"
"Altered Archives is ethereal magic, the wizardry of one person’s inspiration transformed into fine art by the ardor of special
people meeting the challenge of being at their best. We are drawn to them by their hard, hard work and sacrifice, their
collaboration, and above all their commitment to one another — a commitment that true artists know to be the only way to
successfully offer the exotic, sensual pleasure of fine artistry to the rest of us." - Clifford Brody

